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Next generation data computing, capturing 
data throughout your product’s life cycle. 

We designed the ReXgen 1 to be fitted on your 
product during development and eventually 

even production, capturing continuous 
data and events.

The ReXgen1 is one of the most compact, pocket-sized 
pass-thru device, which is also a data logger suitable for 
automotive and various industrial applications. 
The device is designed to:
     Support J2534 (Pass-thru).
     Logs data continuously for hours from a CAN bus.
     Saves your data to the embedded SD memory card.      Saves your data to the embedded SD memory card. 
Rexgen1 device tolerates all harsh environments that 
require IP65 class protection. It can be easily mounted and
 integrated  with your vehicle /machine.
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Reliable, Secure, Accurate 
data computing that you can trust.
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Along with all the listed features RexGen 1:

Efficiently records CAN bus data and Advanced message 
filtering on configurable channels (J1939 and CAN)
Supports Advanced triggering options and Advanced CAN 
bit timing configuration.
The most compact, cost-effective plug-and-play device The most compact, cost-effective plug-and-play device 
operates as a CAN bus interface for real-time USB 
streaming and has 8GB eMMc storage.
Supports cyclic logging mode and operates in silent mode.

Supports 1XCAN bus.
Functions as an interface device and supports J2534 (Pass-thru).
Supports live CAN monitoring RAW CAN signals, SAE J1939.
Sleep modes with wake up on CAN with low power consumption.
Encrypts data logs using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
Enables Locking of the device using RSA data security.
Open Libraries for logger management and data conversion. Open Libraries for logger management and data conversion. 
XML based configuration, Schema provided.
Supported with free ReXdesk software, that allows the user to 
export the loaded data to .mf4, .csv, mat, .asc, .blf, .trc and. rxd 
format. 
Supports free firmware updates for adding features.
Tolerable to harsh environments with an IP65 rating
Free powerful graphic interface application tool ReXdesk provided.Free powerful graphic interface application tool ReXdesk provided.
Micro USB 2.0 PC interface
CAN error logging
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Price and specification are correct at date of publication but subject to availability or change 
without notice. Photos for illustrative purposes only - actual items may differ from photo. 
Influx Technology Ltd cannot be responsible for errors in typography or photography.
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